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ABSTRACT

We show that the limit m, = 0 in the conventional QED is not smooth. In contrast

: J the massless QED the massive QED, however small the mass is, involves finite probability

chirality breaking processes. The chirality breaking effects may be observed provided the size of

experimental installation is greater than the formation length ~ E/m2. We discuss also the finite

eras:, _t;t:iiuns of virtual longitudinal photon production and scattering in massless QED recently

found by Gorsky, Ioffe and Khodjamirian and argue that real longitudinal photons do not interact

while the limit of zero virtuality is not smooth.
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1.Introduction

This note is devoted to perturbative QED. It is funny to realize

that dashing daringly farther and farther in the Land of

Superstrings, Wonnholes and Conformal Miracles we leave behind

sometimes a kind of dark corner - some simple question not fully

realized by physical community just by the reason that few people

bothered.

I mean two articles 11.2J which has recently appeared and where

two new rather peculiar not properly discussed earlier properties

of good old QED have been discovered.

In ref.tll it was pointed out that however small the electron

mass is the probability for the electron to change its chirality is

finite (not suppressed as~(m/E)2 as naive intuition suggests).

This is peculiar as in the massless QED chirality is conserved (at

least on the perturbative level) and we have no smooth limit.

In ref.[21 It was found that in massless QED for some processes

the cross sections of longitudinal virtual photon interactions are

nonzero however small the virtuality is. This is peculiar as

on-aass-shell longitudinal photons cannot be produced, absorbed or

scattered in a physical process - this is a requirement of gauge

invariance.

My aim is to shed some more light to these two problems which

are in fact very closely related being connected to the power

collinear divergences in the process of photon emission by the

low-mass or massless fermion.



First we note that the chirality breaking effect is quite real

and may in principle be observed (at this point we argue the

reservations of ref.tll). The only theoretical requirement is that

the flight path of electron (or in other words the characteristic

size of experimental device) should be greater than the formation

length Lform •*** E
/n|2 • F° r real electrons and realistic devices

this condition is always fulfilled of course. Non-smoothness of

in —» 0 limit may be surprising but it does not mean that massless

QED is an inconsistent theory as has been suggested in ref.131

where finite in high energy limit chirality breaking probabilities

in m * 0 QED have been noted for the first time.

The limit is not smooth only for comparatively fine effects such

as chirality breaking cross sections. For total cross sections or,

say, for Sterman-Weinberg cross sections the limit is smooth.

Considering the effect of nonzero longitudinal virtual photon

cross sections in massless QED observed in ref. E21 we note that it

is not so much wonderful and can be interpreted naturally as low

angle Coulomb scattering of electron by the photon with large

virtuality which is mediated by the low virtuality longitudinal

photons. Indeed, compare the processes depicted in figs. 1,2. When

the mass of the charged particle is zero the amplitude of the first

process does also involve massless states in t-channel and is not

cut off at large distances. Much like as in the second case this

amplitude acquires essential contributions from the virtual

longitudinal photon exchange which does not die out as the

virtuality p2 tends to zero. The only difference is that for the

conventional Coulomb scattering the energy of the virtual

longitudinal photon Is zero while for the scattering of electron by

the photon with large vlrtualityit is large compared to the

virtuallty. But this is rather a psychological difference. Nonzero

ff (p2) can in principle be measured in deep inelastic experiment,

the lowest accessible virtuality p2 being of order of E/L where L

is the characteristic apparatus size (much like as for chirality

breaking).

However nonzero <r <p2 •* 0) should not be interpreted as nonzero

scattering cross section of the reaj longitudinal photons. One

should rather say about the absence of smooth limit in this

particular quantity. Me note also that for the differential cross

sections and also for the total cross sections summed over photon

polarizations and defined in an infrared stable way the limit is

smooth.

2. Finite chirality breaking.

Most clearly the effect is exhibited in a process where

quasimassless fermions are produced - say, in the process u*V —>

e+e~ly). In the basic process /iV~—* e*e chirality is conserved

up to the terms *** (m/E)2 as expected. In other words the

left-handed electron in the final state is accompanied by the

right-handed positron and the right-handed electron with the

left-handed positron, respectively.

Consider now the the process n*M~—» e+e"y described by the



graphs of fig.3. The total cross section for this process involves

logarithmic infrared and collinear divergences. Their origin is

well known (see e.g. refs.[3-51) and it is known also that they

cancel out with the virtual infrared and collinear divergences In

inclusive cross sections. The observation of ref.ll] though not

quite original but most emphatically given is that besides

logarithmic collinear divergences there are also power collinear

divergences associated with chirality breaking effects.

Really, consider the kinematic region where photon momentum k is

parallel to the momentum of the outgoing positron or electron. Let

it be electron, then only the graph of fig.3a is essential. The

expression for the chirality breaking cross section is

do- ch.br.
rig.3a

a
a2 dz

[e -
(1)

where <rQ is the tree process cross section, p = 2u/vQ
2 is the

fraction of the primordial electron momentum carried out by the

photon, e is the energy of the outgoing electron and z = cos 9_, .
'

In the collinear region 9ej.**0 the relation e = (l-0)/Q
2 /2 holds.

The r.h.s. of eq.(1) involves the small factor m2 coming from

the vertex (squared) and indicating the chirality nonconserving

transition but it is multiplied by the power divergent integral so

that the total result
ch.br.
fig.3a (2)

describing the production of both left or both right electron and

positron is finite and independent of m (The coefficient agrees

with that of ref. HI where chirality transitions of the electrons

in initial state have been considered. The total chirality breaking

cross section is two times larger due to the second graph in fig.3

where the collinear photon is emitted by the positron).

Actually, the power divergent terms in the differential cross

sections appeared intermittently in the literature (see e.g.

ref.[61 for the process e+e~ —» QQg where Q is a massive quark, and

refs.17-91 for the process n —* evj ) though few authors (I did not

find any besides the brief remark in ref.[31 and somewhat more

detailed discussion in ref.[101 quoted in ref.[11 ) noted their

connection to chirality breaking effects.

I managed to find in the literature however the explicit

expression for the polarization of outgoing electron in the decay

n~—* e~yy 111] by which one could readily see that in the region

where outgoing electron and photon are nearly parallel chirality

breaking effects are essential. In this region so called structure

emission terms describing radiation from interior of Tt-meson can be

neglected and the expression takes the form

x2 + 2(l-x> - ̂  [y *
Plx.y) (3)

2 + 2(l-x> - ^

where x = 2E /m^ , y = 2Ee/mJI . r = m|/m^, « x,y , u = x+y-l-r . We

see that almost everywhere in the Dalitz plot the electron is

produced in right helicity state (The whole process like the



process IT —> ei> is helicity suppressed and the differential cross

section involves nig as an overall factor. To be exact helicity

suppression is absent in the structure emission terms but they are

not essential in the collinear region u-0 as we noted before). But

close to the kinematical boundary y - y m l n ~ r , with y = 1-x +

T-rr corresponding exactly to the condition Q = 0 , the
in ej

polarization P(x,y) acquires the considerable left admixture. At

9e? = ° f>(x'yiBin' = ~1' i-e- only chirality breaking cross section

survives.

Combining eq.(5) with the expression for the differential cross

section in the collinear region [7-9,11]

+ 2<l-x) - ^ctxcty ~ Z5 V*ei; ux [ (4)

and substituting x => 0, y =» y

reproduce the result (1) which is universal of course.

Unfortunately, the authors of ref.llll did not discuss the

collinear kinematical region which is from the other hand quite

natural as they were interested mainly not by the trivial QED

effects but by nontrivial structure radiation for which collinear

region is of no importance. Collinear region has not also been

studied in experiment. In the latest experimental work the

experimental cutoff Qov £ 132° was imposed 1121.

3. Perspectives of detection.

Let us discuss now the question if the chirality breaking

effects can be observed in experiment. This question has been

discussed in ref.Ill and their guess was that it cannot. They

conjectured that all the effects due to collinear divergences

(including chirality breaking) should cancel out in the total

probabilities defined in KLN spirit. In fact it is not true (though

as we shall see later also not quite untrue) and chirality breaking

effects are in principle observable. I would like to argue here

this point in details.

Consider the process |i+(T —» e+e"(y). On the one-loop level the

total cross section involves virtual corrections to the basic

process (iV~ —> e*e~ and the cross section of the process involving

in the final state an additional real soft photon with the energy

not exceeding E / Q 2 /2 or a hard collinear photon satisfying the

conditions e - * 25 or e.+_ s 26 .e j e j

The separate contributions to Sterman-Weinberg cross section

involve infrared and collinear singularities. They are known to

cancel out in the total sum but to handle with should be

regularized somehow. Sterman-Weinberg way is the universal

regularization of both infrared and collinear divergences by gluon

virtuality (or gluon mass). In QED more physical way is to

regularize infrared singularities by the photon mass and collinear

singularities by the electron mass.

Undoubtedly true is that the total sum including finite pieces

(those not involving In c and/or In 8 terms ) does not depend

on the way to regularize divergences provided e,5 » m/E, JI/E (This

is the "conjecture" discussed at the beginning of sect.4 of ref.tll



but as we shall see it is not related directly to the possibility

or impossibility to observe chirallty breaking effects). The

"conjecture" is proved (on the physical level of accuracy ) very

simply: Sterman-Weinberg cross section may be presented as the

difference of the total cross section which is infrared finite and

the phase space integral of the differential cross section of nV~

—* e*e~y process by the region which is kinetnatically far from

singularities and also does not depend on a particular way to

regularize them (see refs.[6,131 for the detailed explanation).

To make it absolutely clear it is worthwhile to present here

expressions for different terms in the Sterman-Weinberg sum in the

different normalization prescriptions:

A) Sterman-Weinberg prescription (photon mass is ju, electron is

passless).

vlrt 211 0
[- In2 —[ 2 + 3 In — - I * %-

j.2 2 3
(5a)

(5b)

soft
(5c)

B) Photon mass is fi, electron mass is m >

virt
% in
,2

- 2 (6a)

hard
(6b)

(6c)

The sum <r + cr . t + <r. . + <r eh has the familiar form
O vi rt hard soft

cr5"" = cro[ 1 - | [ 4 ln 5 ln e + 3 ln 5 + ] ] (7)
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and does not depend on the regularizatlon .

It is remarkable however that though the value of 0s"" does not

depend on regularization its "physical content" does. Namely, in

the case B) o5"" involves the chlrality breaking part ~ ourJin

(see eq.(l) ). Not accounting for it we would not obtain the

correct answer ! Specifically, o^hbr" resides in f. d .

In Sterman-Ueinberg regularization ch.br. is zero as the

electron mass is zero. Here however c^'*1 involves longitudinal

photon production cross section which is even logarithmically

divergent (see the next section). But the value for o5"1* , to say

it again, is the same.

Can the chirality breaking piece in a?^ in the case B) be

detected in experiment ? For QCD with light quarks where

Sterman-Weinberg philosophy is habitually used it definitely

cannot. Really, the quark with wrong chirality is always

accompanied with the collinear gluon carrying away the chirality

deficit. Thus the collinear pair 'IRSI' *s physically

undistinguishable from the quark q as the properties of the jet

B.L.Ioffe and myself first checked it in ref.[6] but the
explicit formulae for o"vlrt.

 ff
hard and fBoft were not quoted in the

text of the paper. It would be very strange if during 13 years
which have passed since appearance of the Sterman-Weinberg paper
nobody else would bother to perform this simple calculation but I
do not know of anything published. Seemingly H.F.Contoponagos has
done the same thing (the quotation [151 of ref.Ill) but for
somewhat more complicated scattering process.
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being produced in the hadronization process are essentially the

same.

The situation in QED is completely different. Actually, one can

easily distinguish between the state e. and the state (eDy, )

involving a hard collinear photon (see however the important remark

at the end of this section). After all, photon is neutral and does

not interact with, say, external magnetic field.

To make it absolutely clear consider the following experimental

setup (see fig.4). The beam of left-handed ultrarelativistic

electrons is scattered by the external static field on large angle.

We pick up the events involving the collinear ey -pair in the final

state with the total energy coinciding with the energy of initial

electron (doing this we cut off the processes involving collinear

photon emission in the initial state). The angle between final

electron and photon should be of order of m/E . This is quite

feasible experientally using proper collimators and setting the

separate counters for electron and photon far enough from the

scattering centre. Then according to the results (1-3) the right

helicity admixture to the scattered electron state would be quite

considerable.

In ref.tll another kind of experiment has been discussed where

the right-handed electrons participated in deep inelastic weak

process due to radiative chirality breaking effect. This is an

undesirable background for the right-hand-current-search

experiment. This chirality breaking occurs on the level *-a/4it —10~ 3

12



and the statistics should be rather high for the effect to be

essential 11). Me should add that also the longitudinal

polarization of the initial beam should be known with the accuracy

better than ~* 10~3 while the accuracy presently achieved is one-two

orders of magnitude worse [141. But it is just a technical not

principle problem.

Still one has the right to ask how to reconcile the finite

chirality breaking in the massive QED however small the mass is

with the absence of chirality breaking in massless QED. The answer

to this puzzle is the following: chlrality breaking effects can not

be observed in principle if the characteristic size of an

experimental device is much less than the formation length L,
i orm

E/m2 .

Really, the electron being formed in the process of hard

collision recuperates its normal electromagnetic field only

gradually. If its flight path Lp is much less than E/m
2 it cannot

be considered as an asymptotic on-mass-shell state, its

characteristic virtuality being of order of E/L [15,161. If E/L s>

m2 all the mass effects including chirality breaking effects can

be ignored.

In other words if diminishing gradually the electron mass, the

size Lchar of an apparatus being given, we would reach eventually

the limit m3 — E/Lchar below which all experimental results are

undistinguishable from those of massless QED and chirality breaking

is absent.

13

Speaking differently, the electron just born in the hard

collision process presents a wave packet which at t •» « limit

decays in the asymptotic electron state and the bremstrahlung

radiation. But at finite L « E/m2 bremstrahlung radiation at the

angles 0 < Vl/EL has not yet been formed and would-be radiation

field screens the outer layers of the electron electromagnetic coat

(151. This wave packet, though being in some sense similar, is not

a coherent state employed in refs. [17-181 to cure infrared and

collinear divergences. Coherent state is an asymptotic state while

the wave packet discussed above evolves with time emitting

permanently electromagnetic waves. One should rather think of the

finite flight path L as of a physical infrared and collinear

cutoff. If L « E/m2 the power collinear divergence in the 1 h.s. of

eq. (1) is cut off at 9 «•* v4/EL which gives the suppression ~ m2L/E

in the chirality breaking cross section.

Thus one can conclude that in some respect the guess of ref.tl)

is true - for a given experimental device chirality breaking

effects tend to zero smoothly as m2 -» 0. It is due however not to

KLN cancellation but rather to physical collinear cutoff brought

about by finite flight path Lp .

Surely, in a standard experimental setup L » E/m2 , the

electron may be regarded as an asymptotic state and chirality

breaking is present.

4.Longitudinal photon production and scattering.

The effect of nonzero longitudinal photon cross section observed

14
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in ref.121 is closely connected to the chirality breaking effect

discussed earlier. The authors of ref,I21 studied the scattering

cross section of the longitudinal photon with low negative

virtuality p2 by the transverse photon with large virtuality q2

(the process is described by the graph of fig.l without the upper

electron line) and noted that it does not tend to zero in the limit

0:

lim = 16 7HC2 ig X2(l-X)
"Up) q

n2 = -n2

(8)

where x = Q"V2u (Q2 = -q2, v - pq). The nonzero limit of <r is

connected with the power collinear singularity in the differential

cross section

d<r( y.(p) • rT(q> —• e V ) = 8Tta2x2(l-x) -r-
d2

V- (1 - p2x/y - z ) 2 (9)

(cf.eq.(l) for the chirality breaking cross section in the massive

QED case discussed in the previous section). The guess of ref.[21

was that the longitudinal virtual photons may not only scatter with

nonzero cross section but also be produced in the collision of

physical particles.

This is true, indeed. The most simple way to see it is to

consider again the process (t*\i~ —> e+e~:jr . Let us assume the photon

virtuality be timelike which is equivalent to finite photon mass (i

(if the virtuality is negative the amplitudes of figs.3a,b acquire

an imaginary part which is a nuisance unessential for our

purposes). Then the photon has three polarization states. We are

15

going to show that the total cross section of the longitudinally

polarized photon production does not tend to zero as fx -» 0 but

involves even a logarithmic divergence In the infrared region. The

amplitude of soft photon emission is

?£ 1 (10)f V Pa 1
»* L pk p k J °

where p and p are final e" and e + momenta. Then

•L-J
where ej^ = (|k|, u]

E "l

(2n)3 2u f1 w

. After simple calculation we get

_ 2a !„ E _

(11)

Tt
112)

"I
with the logarithmic accuracy. The large result (12) for <r is due

to the collinear integration region 9 *~ fi/E .

At this stage we would like to make three observations:

1°. If going to the limit of physical photons (i -> 0 first and

performing the integration afterwards we would obtain zero because

the differential cross section for real longitudinal photon

production at any nonzero angle is zero at the limit fx -»• 0 (see

eqs.(9,12) ). In other words calculating consistently cross

sections for the massless QED with massless on-mass-shell photons

we would never obtain nonzero result for <rL.

2°. If photon mass is nonzero the contribution (12) is absolutely

necessary to include in the total cross section 2crT+<rL . If not

16



doing so we would not obtain the correct result for the inclusive

cross section <rlncl = <ro(l + 3OC/4TC) of the process ^V~—» e*e~(y).

Moreover <rlncl without accounting of eq.(12) would involve infrared

singularities which is certainly senseless. The full

Sterman-Weinberg cross section where the particular components (7)

of the sum are regularized by finite photon mass prescription does

also include the longitudinal photon production cross section - it

resides both in <rhard and in «raoft. This should be compared with

the presence of <rchbr- in eq.(8b). The total answer as repeatedly

stated above does not depend on the regularization prescription.

Thus for "good" quantities such as the inclusive cross section the

limit ji -» 0 is smooth.

3°. The nonzero irL at (i * 0 is of no wonder of course. After all

the nonzero photon mass breaks down the gauge invariance and

longitudinal degrees of freedom become physical. Surely, rather

unexpected is that the limit <TL<^-J0) is pathological. We should

note here that different pathologies arising when trying to give

naively mass to the gauge boson have been known for a long time.

Thfc most drastic example is the pathologies of massive graviton

theory. It is known that the theory of massive spin 2 graviton does

not reproduce the correct general relativity results including the

fundamental result for the deviation of light in the Sun gravity

field (19,20).

Thus we may say that the wonderful result (12) exhibits not the

pathology of the massless QED but rather the pathology of the

17

theory with massive photon.

However one may give a reasonable objection: the theory with

massive photon was never discussed in ref.121. They considered

rather the usual massless photontand electron) theory with unbroken

gauge invariance but for the process including virtual photons. And

virtual spacelike photons can surely be produced in e+e~

collisions. Measuring final e+, e~ momenta one can pick out the

region where |q2| is large and |p2| is small and study <r (p2) and

<rL(p
a) separately as is habitually done in deep inelastic

scattering. Then <rL(p
2) has a direct physical meaning and nonzero

result for it in the limit p2 —> 0 may still look troublesome.

But it is not so wonderful, really. Nonzero <rL(p
2-»0) observed in

ref.121 describes in fact the essential contribution of

longitudinal virtual photons to the Coulomb-like scattering of

electrons by the photons with large virtuality q2 in massless QED

(see fig.l). And we know that the exchange by the low virtuality

longitudinal photons is crucial for the conventional Coulomb

scattering. Really, for the elastic ep scattering the values tr (p2)

and o- <p2) can also be defined

G2(p2) S(v p2/2)

p2/2)

(13a)

(13b)

where G_ u(p > are electric and magnetic nucleon formfactors (we

use normalization employed in refs.1211). We see that in the limit

18
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p2—» 0 o"T<p
2) is suppressed compared to <rL<p

2). The only

difference is that in the proton rest system the energy of the

virtual photon is small compared to its momentum / - p 2 . But this

"psychological" fact depending on the reference system choice

should not be regarded seriously. Note in passing that the

amplitude of Newton scattering in the gravity theory depends

crucially not only on the longitudinal spin-2 virtual graviton

exchange but also on the exchange by the scalar virtual graviton.

This is the reason of disagreement between massive spin-2 graviton

results and the predictions of general relativity 119,201

We finally remark that for a given experimental setup with a

characteristic si2e L one cannot in principle determine the

virtuality of the intermediate photon with the accuracy better than

E/L and one cannot follow the limit pa—> 0 to its very end. This is

similar to the theoretical limit > E/L for the chirality

Though the results of refs.119,201 are undoubtedly correct there
is some inaccuracy in interpretation - the authors of refs.[19,201
seem to state that the nonrelativistic Newton scattering is due to
exchange of helicity ±2 massless graviton states in t-channel. It
is not true, of course. To be convinced in it consider first the
conventional Coulomb scattering in the physical gauge AQ = 0. The

numerator of photon propagator is 6 - î k /w2 . For
on-mass-shell photons u = |k| and it coincides with the density
matrix of transverse helicity ±1 photons. But for virtual photons w
* |k| and longitudinal polarization is present. In fact, in Coulomb
kinematics a> « |k| and longitudinal photon exchange dominates.

The numerator of the graviton propagator in the gauge h = 0 is

(see ref.[221 for details). For on-mass-shell gravitons it
coincides with the density matrix of helicity ±2 massless graviton
presented in ref.(19). But for virtual gravitons other helicity
states and also spurious scalar state contribute. Newton scattering
is dominated by the helicity 0 and spurious scalar state exchange.
Impossibility to simulate spurious scalar exchange in the massive
graviton theory is the main reason of the trouble.

19 20



breaking effects in massive QED to be observed.

5. Conclusive remarks.

Though the questions discussed in this paper are very simple I

believe it is worthwhile to give once such a coherent discussion in

one place. My main conclusion is that massless QED is though

unusual but quite a feasible theory without inner logical

contradictions. Perhaps, the most strange feature of this theory is

inadequacy in some cases of the asymptotic state language as the

formation length is infinite here! This fact is closely connected

with the long standing problem (if "the problem"is a proper word)

oi' "infrared freedom" in massless QED where the running coupling

constant a(p2) tends to zero as p2—» 0. That means in particular

that the electric charge of the massless particle born in the hard

collision process is eventually totally screened (see ref.[231

«rhere this effect was considered in details). We note however that

screening occurs only at very large distances L ~ E"1

screen

exp(3it/a). If the flight path of a massless charged fermion born or

scattered in the hard process is less than L creen it preserves its

electric charge and may interact with electromagnetic field.
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Figure captions.

Fig.1. Electron scattering by virtual photon.

Fig.2. Electron-proton scattering.

Fig. 3. The process n+fi" —• e*e~y .

Fig.4. The scheme of experiment to observe finite chirality

breaking.
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